Job:

Approval:

Type:
Tree Mount Option MODEL MO8
1” Strap, Round Canopy, Tree Mount Option

Specifications:

Canopy: Machined from 6061-T6 aluminum, C36000 brass, or 304 stainless
steel. Contains a Ø13/16” mounting hole and a Ø5/8” wiring hole. Up to three
canopies can be mounted on a single strap (the number of canopies that can be
safely supported varies by fixture type and material. Contact a Vision3 lighting
CSR for allowable combinations). Two side slots allow canopy to slide on strap
for easy adjustment during installation.
Strap: 48”, 72” & 120” long strap assembly consists of a 1” wide, olive green
nylon strap stitched to a steel flat hook. Steel hook is coated with Bronze
Textured TGIC thermo set polyester powder coat paint, applied over a corrosion
resistant chromate finish. 48” strap assembly fits up to 14” diameter trees. 72”
strap assembly fits up to 21” diameter trees. 120” strap assembly fits up to 36”
diameter trees. (Contact factory for larger applications.) Note: Strap should be
loosened periodically to fit tree as it grows. Allow for future tree growth when
considering strap requirements.

Buckle: 304 stainless steel ratcheting buckle is corrosion resistant and is coated
with Bronze Textured TGIC thermo set polyester powder coat paint. Ratchet
allows easy adjustment of strap. Strap hook clips to buckle, allowing easy
installation and removal.
Finish: TGIC thermo set polyester powder coat paint available in 14 standard
colors. On aluminum model, finish is applied over a corrosion resistant,
hexavalent chromium free, RoHS compliant coating. Aluminum model available
in one additional metal finish: Clear Anodized. Brass model available in three
additional metal finishes: Natural, Polished, and Aged. Stainless steel model
available in three additional metal finishes: Natural, Polished, and Brushed.
Electrical: For use with low voltage lighting fixtures only. Requires the use of
a remote transformer.
Certification: CSA tested & certified to US and Canadian safety standards for
wet location landscape use.
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Nylon Strap:
48” fits up to Ø14" trees
72” fits up to Ø21" trees
120” fits up to Ø36" trees

Mount Canopy

Ordering Information:
Model

Finish

Canopy Qty. 1

Strap Length

1 - One Canopy
48 - 48” Tree Strap
2 - Two Canopies 72 - 72” Tree Strap
3 - Three Canopies 2 120 - 120” Tree Strap

MO8A - Aluminum BL - Black
MO8B - Brass
BLT - Textured Black
MO8S - Stainless BN - Bronze
BNT - Textured Bronze
BAT - Textured Bark
WI - White
GRT - Textured Green
SI - Silver
GY - Grey
BE - Beige
GNT - Textured Granite
SAT - Textured Sand
PAT - Textured Patina
EAT - Textured Earth
CLA - Clear Anodized (MO8A only)
NAT - Natural (MO8B & MO8S only)
POL - Polished (MO8B & MO8S only)
AGE - Aged (MO8B only)
BRU - Brushed (MO8S only)

Example: MO8A - BNT - 1 - 48
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Notes:
1. The number of canopies that can be safely supported varies by fixture type
and material. Contact a Vision3 lighting CSR for allowable combinations.
2. ‘3 - Three Canopies’ option not available with MO8B or MO8S.
3. Specifications, certifications, and ordering information are subject to change.
Please check website for latest specification sheets.
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